Yamaha xr1800 problems

Quick Links Download this manual. Table of Contents. Also record and keep these I. A loose
cap could be forced out of the port by water pressure, causing loss of performance and
possible damage. Page 11 Stay away from the stern when the engine is running on land. Hot
water and steam spurting from exhaust outlet into the air can cause serious burns. Showing
them gers, and any cargo. Adults must supervise use by minors. Coast Guard USCG has The
following equipment can help regulations which describe minimum make your boating
experience safer standards of safety. You must comply and more enjoyable: with these
regulations, which apply to boats like your Sport Boat which are Mooring fenders and lines less
than 26 feet long. Do not and other watercraft. Be alert for jump waves or wakes. Passengers
must always sit in a designated seating area, place feet on the deck, and use the handgrips
provided when the boat is in motion. If they propelled. The pumps are directly do not see you, or
you maneuver connected to the engines. Operation of the vessel. Both of you which could lead
to a collision unless should alter course to avoid an acci If the oper- ator of a power-driven
vessel is prepar- ing to go around a bend that may obstruct the view of other water ves- sels,
the operator should sound a pro- longed blast of four to six seconds on The Uniform State
available through the watercraft sec- Waterway Marking System has been tion of the
yamaha-motor. Upon success The Always attach the engine shut-off engine cannot be started
but other switches will operate. The key can be cord to your personal flotation removed. In
normal operation the throttle engines from cranking if the shift lever levers are moved together.
Moving the is not in Neutral. Some jet thrust is to the rear and some jet thrust is redirected
forward. Fuel Level Gauge The fuel level gauge shows the 1. Speedometer amount of fuel in the
fuel tank. The This meter shows the boat speed in starboard ignition switch must be in miles per
hour mph. Do not touch any muffler surface during or after engine oper- ation. Page 37 Press
the switch back in with your finger. If it pops out down to operate the stern light alone again,
ask your Yamaha dealer to when at anchor. Put the switch in the inspect the electrical system.
See up on the lever located under the front your Yamaha Sport Boat dealer for of the seat. Move
the seat to the information, as well as installation of desired position, then release the lever. Ski
Locker To close the hood, push the hood down in the center. Page Fuel And Oil Sport Boat is in
the water, be Gasohol containing methanol is not sure it is securely moored to the
recommended by Yamaha because it fueling dock. All passengers can cause fuel system
damage or must be out of the boat during engine performance problems. Very slowly add
engine oil to the oil tank. Stop pouring when the oil just reaches the bottom of the filler neck.
Otherwise Before Operating this Sport Boat, per- an accident could occur. This procedure can
be accomplished thor- oughly in a short time. The added safe- ty and reliability the checks
assure is worth the time involved. If you do not Shift only with the engine idling. Do have one,
contact your local Yamaha not shift when applying throttle. Sport Boat dealer or a fire
extinguisher dealer to obtain one meeting the prop- Fire Extinguisher er specifications. Wait for
the fuel gauge needle to stop moving, then note the fuel level. Add fuel if necessary. A one-way
check valve in the ing when the boat is removed from the drain prevents water from traveling
water. Open engine hood and check to be stern, and instrument lights by pressing sure no
gasoline vapors are present. Refer to page for cor- rect operation of the device. Consult your
Yamaha dealer 1 Always make sure the boat is about any control or function you launched and
used in waters that do not fully understand. On this boat, the engines are con- nected directly to
the drive unit. Starting either engine generates some thrust immediately. Only enough throttle
should be applied to keep the engine at a fast enough idle to stay running. This ensures proper
perfor- mance and promotes longer engine life. If the engines are stopped, there is no thrust.
The Sport Boat will go Steering control depends on the com- straight even though the steering
bination of steering wheel position and wheel is turned. Remember: Your Sport Boat designed
for one operator and up to four passengers only. Never have more than five people in the Sport
Boat. One person should board at a time by stepping into the boat. Never jump in. Use reverse
as necessary during FT m slow speed maneuvering to help control speed and direction. Open
the throttle slightly and begin to move away from the dock. Anchoring from the stern will make
Reset it if necessary. There will be swells, wakes from other boats, etc. Refer to page for the
cooling system flushing proce- These post-operation procedures are dure. Page 66 Sport Boat.
Clean any foreign material, such as dirt or sand, from the threads before installing the drain
plug. Hitches are divided into class- es that specify the gross trailer weight Avoid accident and
injury from GTW and the maximum tongue improper trailering: weight. The trailer has a smaller
turn- ing circle so it turns more sharply Check tail, brake, and turn signal around the corner than
the towing lights for proper operation. Board the boat and start it. If possi- ble, remain on the
trailer until the engines are warm and are respond- ing to throttle. Ease the boat forward until Do
not attach lifting cables to the the bow rests against the bow stop. However, the follow- ing
procedures can be performed by To turn the fuel supply off, lift the center the owner with a

minimum of tools. See Spark Plus installation instructions on page Page Adjustment And
Maintenance If the owner is not familiar with machine servicing, this work should be done by a
Yamaha dealer or other qualified mechan- ic. Improperly serviced compo- nents could fail or
stop operating correctly, which could result in an accident. Page Periodic Inspection Chart
Frequency of maintenance operations may be adjusted according to the operating conditions,
but the following table gives general guidelines. Indicates the checkups which you may do
yourself. Indicates work to be done by your Yamaha dealer. Maintenance interval Initial
Thereafter Page Spark Plug Cleaning And Adjustment Do not attempt to diagnose any prob- the
spark plug cap down until it clicks. Throttle cable and choke cable Grease the throttle-cable and
choke- cable inner wires at the carburetors. Fill the bearing housing with water resistant grease
through the grease nipple. Always properly dispose of gasoline soaked rags. Take the Sport
Boat to your Yamaha dealer for service. Page Steering Cable Inspection Both throttle levers
should move ment. The nozzles should both point smoothly from idle to full throttle and straight
back when the steering back. If not, ask your Yamaha Sport wheel is centered. Boat dealer for
service. If steering is stiff or misadjusted, ask your Yamaha dealer to service it. Page Reverse
Gate Mechanism Inspection Substitution of a fuse of improper rating can cause extensive
electrical If reverse gates do not operate smooth- system damage and possible fire. It contains
sulfuric acid. Avoid contact with skin, eyes or clothing. Follow with milk of Fuse 20A magnesia,
beaten egg or vegetable oil. When using a battery charger, connect the battery to the charg- er
before you turn on the charger. Page Troubleshooting If any trouble happens on your Sport
Boat, use this section to check for possible cause. If you cannot find the cause or if the
procedure for replacement or repair is not described in this owner's manual, ask your Yamaha
Sport Boat dealer or qualified mechanic for the proper ser- vice. Otherwise the cap could be
forced out of the access ports by water pressure, causing loss of performance and possible
damage. The hatch cover has interlocks to shut off the engines should the hatch be accidentally
opened during operation. Page Charges for transporting the Sport Boat to and from an
authorized Yamaha Sport Boat dealer are excluded from warranty coverage. Page 2. Explain the
operation, maintenance, and warranty requirements to your satisfaction at the time of sale, and
upon your request at any later date. In addition, each Yamaha Sport Boat dealer is held
responsible for his setup, service and warranty repair work. Page Yamaha owners like you, and
only components to match the comforting 5- while your Yamaha is still within the first year year
standard protection on the hull. So visit your authorized Yamaha dealer to get all Y. Give-Way
The vessel which must yield the right-of-way when two boats meet. Gunwale The meeting
junction of the deck and hull; the upper edge around the boat. The exam- ple below can be
copied and used. Page Stopping the engines Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete.
Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from
URL. Remember Me? Sea Doo. Jet Boat. Blacktip Jetsports. Riding Gear. Trailer Parts. Gift
Certificates. Forum Technical Discussion Yamaha Yamaha xr help Jet Ski Lanyards. Jet Ski
Traction Mats. PWC Seat Covers. PWC Covers. PWC Dry Bags. Jet Ski Boarding Steps. Page 1
of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 10 of Thread: Yamaha xr help Thread Tools Show
Printable Version. Yamaha xr help I just picked up the xr jet boat.. Now i launched it in the local
marina and went to drive it home to my back yard and the motors wouldnt go over 3k rpm..
Thinking it was in limp mode i unpludded the battery terminal, and the over heat sensors..
Checked fuel filters, and they were clean. Then my buddy started messing with the choke and
when the choke was played with and pulled in a nd out as the motors were reved up they run
fine Very weird and im not sure what do to? The motors have great compressoin and they only
have about 30 hours on them.. Any help would be awsome.. The boat is a and is it a power valve
motor? Thank you all marcus. Last edited by EliteRidaz; at PM. Re: Yamaha xr help Other things
that need to be done is I have a customer that has one that will set you back in the seat when
you peg the throttle from a dead stop. Working on this too Another thing to note is that when
the throttle is moved quickly it instantly bogs to a stall, almost like its getting super flooded.
Plugs dont seem to be superwet so its pretty odd. Ran some seafoam through the carbs and put
it in the gas tank. I think about gallons of old years gas might have been in there, could that be
causing this? It seems to run fine, start up fine, but the throttle just isnt coming on like it
should. The reason it bogs is the accel pump is not working See the very first thing I said in my
first post. All 6 carbs need to be rebuilt? What is an Accel pump, and could all 6 be screwed up?
Last edited by 2 tight Mike; at PM. Originally Posted by Water Worx. Anyone know what the
compression should be for these motors in each cylinder? Why did I fry my motor?? Verdict on
the boat from the other dudes mechanic Anyone find this weird? The guys is telling him they
are un rebuildable due to there to old and it wont solve his problem.. He told me that the accle
pump is working but its runnning lein. I asked him is it running lean because the accel pump is
not acctivating or cloged and its not gettting enough gas, and he says no I personally thing this

mechanic doenst know what hes talking about, i think the carbs can be rebuilt, cleaneded and
reinstalled Anyone elses input? Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page:. High Torque Starters.
Graphite Coated Anodized Pistons. Cylinder Exchange. Gasket Kits. Carb Rebuild Kits. Pump
Parts. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All rights reserved. All Material Copyright
Watercraft Superstore. Seller Buyer Product Feedback Register. Not a member yet? Register
Now! Originally Posted by Water Worx The reason it bogs is the accel pump is not working Is
there a accel pump for each carb? My compression in the cyliders is about Bad or in the ok
range? Remember Me? Sea Doo. Jet Boat. Blacktip Jetsports. Riding Gear. Trailer Parts. Gift
Certificates. Jet Ski Lanyards. Jet Ski Traction Mats. PWC Seat Covers. PWC Covers. PWC Dry
Bags. Jet Ski Boarding Steps. Page 1 of 3 1 2 3 Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 10 of Thread
Tools Show Printable Version. There is even a couple different after-market fixes for it. First, the
background: the exhaust valve is actuated with a servo driven shaft that pivots an arm which
moves the valve up and down, the connection between the arm and the exhaust valve is a
press-fit pin into the cast aluminum exhaust valve that is the shortened explanation. The issues
that I am aware of : 1. This was the information I had right after I bought my GPX with hours
about three weeks ago. After researching and finding out how hard it was to remove the exhaust
valve covers with out removing the engine from the hull the is much easier from what I
understand I decided to throw caution to the wind and not do anything with the motor. Due to
the previous owners not properly winterizing the machine, a crank bearing went out so I was
forced to rebuild the motor and I decided to fully explore all my options with the exhaust valves.
Here is what I learned from the disassembly: the exhaust valves slide in a machined slot that
has a bottom to it see picts with valve removed. An exhaust valve that is not worn out or broken
will not hit the piston on a stock bore cylinder even if the pin has come out because it will hit
the bottom of the slot before it hits the piston. This is proven in the pictures. I slid the valve into
the cylinder with the arm removed and there remains clearance between the cylinder wall and
the exhaust valve see pict with straight edge , however this clearance is not very much may be
0. If you have bored and replated you cylinder this clearance will be much less. So how does the
exhaust valve hit the piston it has in some cases, I've seen pictures? Scenarios: 1. I have dealt
with situations of pressing hardened solid steel dowel pins into aluminum and generally you
want to ream the press-fit hole about 0. Now take that assembly and put it in the extreme heat of
the exhaust and the tolerances change. My theory is that the pin can come out if the ski is
driven hard without letting the engine warm up properly. Because of the difference in thermal
expansion of the metals, the aluminum heats up much quicker and the interference fit becomes
a slip fit and the pin can slide out. Once the pin is out the valve slides to the end of the slot and
sits there. The ski is still driven with only decreased performance even less noticeable on a cc
motor and the pin cannot get into the cylinder if it does fall out. If the problem is caught in time,
the motor can be saved with only buying a new exhaust valve, but if not this is the part that I am
unsure of the valve sits on the stops and rattles around long enough to deform the end of the
valve so it can come in contact with the piston causing scoring. On my motor the valve is
actually set to rest on the bottom of the cylinder slot when the valve is fully closed. This can be
resolved by installing the waveater clips, they hold the pin in place. The valve actually breaks
where it is necked down. This I believe is a much less likely scenario but the result is the same,
the valve slides down and eventually scores the piston. In a very unlucky situation, the broken
piece slides all the way down into the cylinder and causes all kinds of failure. Solution: buy
stronger aftermarket billet valves and install them with the waveater clips. Knowing what I know,
if I owned an untouched power valve motor I would not do either of the aftermarket fixes. I
would just make sure that the valves have not dropped and check them at regular intervals,
maybe every hours. I am not sure what the best way is, but one possibility is to take out the
spark plug, shine a light into the cylinder and rotate the drive coupler until you can see the
exhaust valve. Then disconnect the cables from the shaft and rotate the valve shaft. If you can
see the valve moving up and down, you should be good. All this info is what I have learned from
researching and my own experiences and theories, please comment on what you think. I am not
a small engine mechanic but I think my theories are sound. Disclaimer: once again I am not an
expert, just a garage mechanic by night looking for a way to solve a manufacturers flaw. What
you do to your ski is up to you, I am not responsible. Longest post ever? Attached Images ev1.
JPG Last edited by fuzzybear99; at PM. Reason: This does not apply to bored over cylinders.
Originally Posted by shotime. Originally Posted by fuzzybear If you own a 2-stroke Yamaha
PWC with exhaust power-valves and you have done any research at all, there are known issues
with the exhaust valves. The pin keepers you are referring to are called waveater clips. There
are stories of valves breaking, but it doesn't seem too common. Originally Posted by kytoon.
Are these suppose to be superior to wave eater clips? If so can you discuss the whys and hows.
Its my wifes ski so I don't know how long this summer it has had this problem, just that its been

in the last 5 hours of use. The shop where I purchased the ski says it has reduced compression
and they say its power valves or rings. The ski was purchase new in 04 and has 54 hours on it.
What am I looking at in hours to repair and part costs. My budget is limited as a retired guy.
Glad I came across this discussion. I have a Yamaha XL Everything is stock, and well kept. I'm
the original owner. The ski has hours on it, and is used every summer quite a bit. The last three
years, I've been having a problem. The first hour of riding everything is fine, then all of a sudden
theres loss of power. The engine has a very loud, throaty exhaust sound, and half the power.
After checking most of the obvious, plugs, fuel, ignition coils it turns out the Cat had fallen
apart. The Cat was removed and replaced with the D plate. Test run, and still the same
symptoms. I brought the ski to the dealer and after 2 weeks, they said I had a faulty spark plug.
They gave me a free set, and didn't even charge me. I took the ski out yesterday first time this
year, on a fresh tank of gas and it ran great for about an hour. This time, I have slightly more
power than before, but again, with that loud, throaty exhaust sound and no get up and go. I top
out at 5, at 35 mph. After reading some of the prior threads, I'm going to check the power
valves. I wonder IF one of those pins did drop out?. I've checked everything but the valves so
far. If they're ok, should I install the waveeater clips and upgrade to the better shaft couplers?
Its night here, but I was dying to check anyway, and I did notice that the coulplers are in good
shape and intact, but there is slight play between the front and back valves, that could affect
performance. Yes it did ruin piston,cylinder and case. You state the there is. Page 1 of 3 1 2 3
Last Jump to page:. High Torque Starters. Graphite Coated Anodized Pistons. Cylinder
Exchange. Gasket Kits. Carb Rebuild Kits. Pump Parts. All times are GMT The time now is PM.
All rights reserved. All Material Copyright Watercraft Superstore. Seller Buyer Product Feedback
Register. Not a member yet? Register Now! Good work, I was sure was led to believe that if the
power valve pin comes out it was an instant catistrophic failure. Its a relief to now know that this
is not true. Its nice to see someone do the research and post facts with pictures to back it up.
Well, I haven't talked to anyone who has used the SBT lever link, but it seems like a sound
design. I have heard, but haven't verified, that SBT installs the updated lever links on all of the
engines they rebuild so they should be fine. If they were faulty I doubt they would be using
them. They are very similar to the existing yamaha lever link, SBT just encloses the ends of the
fork. Attached is a pic of the yamaha lever link, to compare see the link above for the SBT. To
replace the lever link will take a little more time than the WE clips, you have to actually remove
the PV shaft from the cylinder. This is simple enough but yamaha and SBT recommends
replacing the oil seals on either side of the cylinder if you remove the shaft. SBT has a PV
gasket kit for pretty reasonable which includes the cover gasket and oil seals, but I much prefer
the OE gaskets and oil seals. The oil seals press into the cylinder, I found removing the old
ones to be a slight challenge with the cylinder off the engine. The WE clips just snap onto the
existing pin and hold it from moving, there are picts on the waveater website. I have never heard
of the WE clips coming off. Possibly improper installation? As I mentioned before, I will install
the WE clips on my rebuild as I am not worried about them failing. If I were not rebuilding my
motor I would not be installing anything because of the difficulty of installing them while the
motor is in the hull can't speak for the s. If you were to attempt the install with the motor in the
hull you have to remove the starter, then the exhaust manifold and half of the expansion
chamber, all without being able to see the bolts then you can remove the PV covers. Posted: Sat
Mar 06, pm. Hello, I'm a first time visitor to this site, first time boat owner as well. Recently
purchased a "new" Yamaha XR left over on the lot. I've had the boat out 2 times over the last
month. Each time the plugs have popped out with such force that it has damaged the lid on the
swim platform. This has also resulted in about " of water in the engine compartment each time. I
am confident that I had them seated locked into position correctly both times. It is already
becoming a big pain. I have 1 year warranty plus 3 additional years coverage on top of that. Part
2; Since it's new, I was advised not to go over half throttle until I drain the first tank of gas which
I'm finding out doesn't take too long. I am a little worried as rpm's already reach at half throttle.
Should I be concerned with this? Part 3; Rpm's really seem to jump at the smallest incremental
increase in forward throttle once I exceed 4K. Is this normal and will it become less drastic once
break-in is complete? Yes, I have more Is it normal to half to baby it up to plane or do I have a
problem? I'm worried that I may have some problems as a result of the boat sitting for 4 years.
No oil, gas, or spark plugs were put in until the day I bought it. The dealer also replaced several
recall items since its manufacture in before I drove it off the lot. Any help is appreciated.
Welcome aboard, Bob! Looks like we've got several new folks here this week. You've come to
the right place as the folks here know a lot more about your boat than your dealer ever will.
There are several known problems with the XR Not to worry, as all can be fixed. It will take a few
bucks and some sweat, but when you're finished, you'll love the boat. Unfortunately, Yamaha
refuses to admit that they have problems and will NOT fix your boat. Since you just bought your

boat, you might go back to the dealer and raise hell and insist that they pay to fix these defects,
but you probably won't have much luck with that. They should replace your rear deck hatch
under warranty, but you may have to threaten them with legal action if they won't. Go to
Member's Tips or do a search on this board. The catalytic converters cause major problems due
to very high temperatures in the engine compartment. This causes vapor lock and stalling.
There are kits available to remove them. If you don't remove them, they WILL come apart and
plug the exhaust. Don't look to Yamaha for help with this, either. The other problem with this
boat is the power valves. David recently posted a message about a new coupling for the linkage
for them. Do a search on power valves and do the upgrades. Poor acceleration is possibly due
to carb adjustment, goofy accelerator pump setup only on one carburetor , or vapor lock from
high temps. Go back through all the old posts and you'll find the answers. It will cost a couple
of hundred dollars to get this stuff fixed, but it CAN be done and it's worth it. I know it's a
bummer to buy a brand new boat and have to fix it, that's why it sat on the lot for so long. If you
got it for a good price, great. You might also download pertinent posts from this board and take
them to your dealer and ask them to make it right. They LOVE them. They are a great boat, you
just have to work to make it a great boat because they weren't born that way. Good Luck! Hey
Bob. Welcome to your new best friend, the Yamaha Jetboaters web page. You will find a special
"kinship" among XR owners here. Heck even non XR owners know the issues and how to fix em
AKA Steve, plus others. I am a very new owner and have been living on this site and have seen
the info available. I can however, share some thoughts I have had during my new ownership
period. Regarding your break in period, RPM's is about full throttle. Don't go by the throttle
handle positions, they are almost full throttle at the halfway point My mechanic rcommended
keeping it under most of the time for that period. Certainly no extended time at RPMs. If you
notice, the speedometer is also scrunched below 25 - 30 mph, almost like they did not matter
You will adapt to the throttle positions, just use the tachs and your ears. I am curious what
recalls the dealer did on your boat at closing. Let us know! My dealer sold me my "previously
owned" XR with brand new blow out plugs cause one blew during a tuning run. He just swapped
them out and I have had no issues with the new plugs. However I intend on adding a fix to the
plugs to avoid any possibility of damage. The plugs are a very serious issue and if you can have
the dealer put new plugs and fix the door Use our search mode, type in plug fix and read away.
The more you know the better you can plead your case, may only get one shot. There is more,
oh such much more, but it is all good. You did not make a mistake getting this boat, especially if
you got a good price. Get your plugs checked now, get used to the boat, and enjoy it as you
give it a few tweaks along the way. A new boat can create a little anxiety under the beat of
circumstances. Also, everyone keep an eye out for pictures of mike's plug fix arriving Ciao,
Eman. SOLD but not forgotten. Thanks to all for the info. Anyway, I'm a little short on time now,
but will dig up my paperwork on the recalls to see what they replaced and I will post the info. I
will definately be doing some reading on this site Thanks, Bob Frederick, Md. Post subject:
Recall items on XR Posted: Sun Mar 07, pm. Thanks for everyones feedback on my new boat
problems. I am posting the recall fixes that were performed by the dealer before my new model
left the lot. Hope this info. Maybe we need a list of fixes for the XR on the tips page. So new
owners will have something to go by. Some of the XR owners could get toegher and make a list.
DavidNH dwe and Steve. I don't know of any recalls on the Exciters. Great idea Dan. We can
keep it solution oriented and upbeat, being sure to highlight the benefits of the mod. We might
want to specify or rate the mods as urgent, recommended, or optional. We could also list some
of the fun upgrades we have done. Are we able to link the mods to photos on the phto page? I
love the idea and am willing to help with ideas and time but I am a computer idiot with an anger
management problem when things don't work, Can anyone else relate? Bob, I have been
researching coolers a lot lately, more than most normal human beings should, but then I own an
XR. I removed the standard cooler corner holders and installed four new ones way forward
under the bow. I strapped down a thick Rubbermaid box which holds my anchor, rope, tools and
assorted hardware. The box does not move! Even a slammer wake that jammed my CD player
did not affect that box I am shopping for the biggest cooler that will fit in the remaining space
with the idea of keeping a smaller cooler in it along with other items. Then I can use the bigger
cooler on all day family outings. When shopping for a cooler, make sure it has the hold down
rings or hooks for the straps to attach to. Now I gotta get some under bow netting like DWE has.
There we go again! Dan might have been calling on you because of your knowledge of past
posts and your overall awareness of this site. I always thought that the front page of this forum
should list each boat and under each, a list of it's common problems and fixes. That way, new
people to this forum would have at their finger tips all known issues befor they have to post a
question. It's asking a lot for someone to put this all together, especially seeing how I can't even
post pics! It'll take one computer savy individual to pull it off? There is the Tech Page and fix it

section available to use. We can establish info there and refer inquirers there. A sticky or two
can reference the fixes on the fix it tips page. I like the open forum of the discussion page. I
enjoy hearing about peoples outings and adventures. Ever notice how many of the pictures are
action shots and pictures of people. Thats where the passion is. Seems like many boaters find
the site while seeking solutions but stay for the conraderie. Didn't it all start with Jeff posting
info of the Lake Anna outings. Just trying to establish a purpose and direction for the tech
support. Don't want it to be the main focus although it is a critical part of this whole thing.
Trying to keep it as simple as possible too. I do have near the computer savy for this. What do
you all think? I like your idea, David! I'm sure that it's confusing for a first time visitor to find the
information they need. There are a lot of common feaures to most of the boats, but there are a
number of differences, too. Having a specific area for each type of boat would reduce the
confusion. I've written a couple of articles for newbies that haven't made it on the board yet.
One explains the differences between the cleanout plugs and their associated problems.
Another discusses what to look for when purchasing a used boat. Still another on
troubleshooting a boat that won't start. Eric, I try to respond to new visitors quickly. Don't want
anyone to go away without at least making contact with someone promptly, especially if they
are having a problem with their boat. Posted: Mon Mar 08, am. I know it's really not that difficult
for someone to post a question, but it's the redundancy that is the real issue here. No one
minds responding to a post, but it seems that anyone actively involve in the responses should
have prepaired doc. People like myself don't type very quickly and I found myself blowing off as
many request as I can answer. Steve your right about the cross over from one type boat to the
other. But that then could fall into the bottom of the funnel as general Yamaha Jetboats issues
and then from there to unusual subjects. My two cants anyway! Steve, I know you have an
Exciter. Eman had it right. I was just saying you might want to be involved since you help all the
newcomers and are responsible for most of the tips on this site anyway. Page 1 of 3. Previous
topic Next topic. Bob Bolesta. Post subject: Posted: Sat Mar 06, pm. Post subject: Recall info
you requested Posted: Sat Mar 06, pm. Post subject: Posted: Sun Mar 07, pm. David NH. Post
subject: Good Idea! Post subject: Posted: Mon Mar 08, am. Users browsing this forum: No
registered users and 2 guests. You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot reply to
topics in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot delete your posts in
this forum You cannot post attachments in this forum. Group K Modifications for Yamaha
2-cycle Jet-boats. Given our intimate familiarity with the Yamaha triple engines, we also
undertook development of performance modifications for the Yamaha jet-boats that used these
same engines. Our development netted some impressive gains in performance with no
compromises in reliability. However the entire process taught us one very valuable lesson. The
Yamaha jet-boats are very different kinds of boats with needs that are very different from that of
a PWC. We found that the mods that work perfectly on our PWCs do not necessarily work so
ideally on a jet-boat, despite having the same engines and jet-pumps. This document will outline
the needs we found most important for the various Yamaha jet-boats, and how we addressed
those needs in our process to get better performance. Since they all have so much wetted hull
surface area, and no effective trim system, our maximum speed gains over stock were usually
on the order of mph. This modification involves an 89 octane safe cylinder head modification to
attain better overall acceleration with a slight increase in peak speed. Stock props can be
retained, but aftermarket props are recommended. This modification involves a 91 octane safe
cylinder head modification to attain much better overall acceleration along with an increase in
peak speed. It is strongly recommended to use aftermarket impellers. This is the highest level of
91 octane safe performance available. This kit offers huge increases in overall acceleration, and
mandates the use of aftermarket impellers. An overview of the Stock Yamaha Jetboat Models. In
stock form, the single engine is barely fast enough to be entertaining. The stock single jet pump
struggles to operate without cavitation. When put into higher speed turns, the cavitation is so
pronounced that it compromises steering ability. All that said, the gains a greater benefit in
overall performance from our modifications than any of the jet-boats we tested. With our Skat
Trak Swirl Impeller, and any level of engine modification, the becomes a very fun and useful
cruiser. The Sleeper equipped turned out to be such a great balance of destination cruiser and
sport-toy that we kept it on as one of our permanent in-house fleet. All our test drivers found the
Group K modified to be the most practical balance of power that is matched to the dual pumps.
Since it has 38mm carbs instead of the 44mm found on the other twin motor models it offers the
best fuel range of all the twin-engine models. With overall acceleration and peak speeds that are
not far off the , the modified is the pocket rocket for the practical minded jet-boater. The
modified can still cruise nicely, and easily pull any tow toy you have. But if you decide to run it
pinned, it is a serious water weapon that demands your undivided attention. The Sleeper
delivers response and excitement that is unmatched by any other jetboat. The LS has exactly

the same engines and pumps as the rocket ship , however the added weight and hull length
makes the LS a much tamer machine. The added workload means the stock LS experiences
quite a bit more cavitation than the , and markedly less peak speed. The modified LS has the
improved acceleration, and great hook up, that this boat needs for family cruising and towing
sports. The stock XR engines make considerably more power than all the other models,
however it still drives through the same jet pumps as the rest. As a result, the stock XR
struggles with controlling pump cavitation. That said, the XR is better than the Exciter boats
when it comes to carrying gear and multiple passengers. With all its power potential it seems
the XR is geared more toward towing sports. Our mods for the XR are geared more toward
hooking up the power being made, and generating a kind of power increase that the pumps can
effectively deliver. Dealing with the Common Problem Areas First. Getting reliable performance
increases from the Yamaha Jets boats is not difficult, so long as the biggest problem areas are
attended to first. After months of testing with the Yamaha jet-boats, we found two significant
problem areas that required this level of attention. Specifically, these areas were the jet pumps,
and the fuel systems. Those problems and solutions are outlined below. All the Yamaha
jet-boats use mm pump assemblies that were originally designed for use in PWCs. The mm
refers to the outside diameter of the impeller blades. In addition, the PWCs experienced very
minor losses in pump efficiency when they were put in to high-speed turns. Pump thrust
improvement has been our top priority in our jet-boat testing, and is addressed in detail below.
Cavitation has two very bad side effects. First and foremost, is the efficiency of the cooling
system. The coolant water being supplied to the engine on all Yamaha jet-boats is delivered
from the pressurized chamber in the pump case s. When the prop is cavitating, the cooling
water being delivered to the engine is full of air bubbles that offer no cooling benefit at all.
However, if a prop is operated in a cavitating state for an extended period of time, the engine
can easily experience serious overheating. Doing full throttle doughnuts keeps the impeller in a
full-time state of cavitation. Beyond the negatives of the cooling system, cavitation within the
pump causes some other destructive forces that can damage the prop and pump housing.
Excessive cavitation can begin to actually erode material away from the blades of a stainless
steel impeller see photos. As this damage takes place, it fosters more and more cavitation. If
cavitation goes on long enough, the damage to the impeller blade can result in a fractured or
broken impeller blade. What is "Prop-Slip". In general terms "prop-slip" is a milder version of
cavitation and the water equivalent of mild wheel spin on a ground vehicle. Prop-slip is different
from cavitation in the sense that it takes place when a rapid and solid supply of water is still
entering the pump intake. During prop-slip there is still a strong output of thrust, but that thrust
is by no means cavitation free. Because prop-slip takes place while pump pressures are high,
the "cavitation erosion" to the impeller is different. The aftermarket Skat Trak and Solas
impellers have improved hub and blade designs that help reduce prop-slip, but they cannot
eliminate it. Prop slip most often takes place when a jetboat is put into a very high speed turn.
With our digital tachometers, we watched our engines revving about rpm in a straight line on
glass water. As we snapped the wheel into a full lock turn, we watch the tach instantly
registering rpm as speed declined appreciably indicating that prop-slip was taking place. If we
snapped the wheel immediately in the other direction, we saw the engines still at rpm, but our
corner speed dropped even more. If we attempted a long series of full throttle "S" turns, the
corners speeds dropped and dropped with each successive turn until eventually the boat was
below planeing speed, and the pumps were operating in full cavitation. In short, the larger hull
boats are much more prone to prop-slip, and the physical damage to the impellers that it
produces. Owners who routinely run their XR and LS jet-boats through full throttle turns should
be aware that this kind of operation while fun does take a toll on the long term life of the props.
Anyone who has driven a single engine Exciter will experience this phenomenon in a big way.
But even the best designed prop cannot eliminate right-turn cavitation altogether. Twin Engine
Pump Loading. The phenomenon described above affects the twin motor jet boats in an entirely
different way. The water intake surfaces on the bottom of twin motor hulls are on angled
surfaces on each side of the hull. This means that while driving in a straight line the drivers side
pump starboard is receiving water at an angle that mimics a left hand turn thus loading the
engine rpms down. At the same time, the passenger side port impeller is receiving water at an
angle that mimics a right hand turn resulting in higher rpms and a closer cavitation threshold.
This is why the left port motors of most twin-engine Yamaha jet-boats tend to run higher rpms
than the right starboard engines. Because of the phenomenon described above, the right side
pump is generating more actual thrust than the left pump at any given rpm. After weeks of
testing, we eventually resolved all these problems on twin motor Yamahas by fitting better
design impellers on the pumps, and applying a noticeably steeper pitch to the left hand side
prop. When this happens, the plug often strikes the access door with such force that it gets

pushed open. When the access door is pushed open, the pump plug is often blasted into the air,
and vanishes into the open water. As the access door is blown open, it actuates an engine
cutoff switch. This creates a situation where the boat decelerates rapidly, while a large column
of water is being driven upward through the opening in the top of the water intake. In such a
situation, most of that water column will fall into the passenger compartment of the boat. And
pretty much soak everyone. Under these conditions the pump is repeatedly being loaded and
un-loaded at very high rpm creating a situation water pressure repeatedly goes from zero to
max. It is our belief that the plug is ejected from the sudden water pressure of an unloaded
pump that becomes suddenly loaded with water while the engine is at higher rpm. Regardless of
the disagreement of the theory of the causes, we feel very clearly about the best solutions. We
accomplished this by threading a nylon rope through all the parts involved, and attach them to a
float. This assures that you can, at the least, can retrieve the parts to re-install them and get
back underway. After much testing with many different approaches to solve the ejection
problem, we chose a two-part approach that worked great for us. In short, we glue in the
cleanout plug in place with a heavy application of Permitex Industrial clear silicone, and then
install an aftermarket impeller with a radiused leading. One would think that the blades of the
stock impeller could easily cut any sea grass that gets near it, but unfortunately that is not the
case. Sea grass simply lays over the leading edge of the stock design impellers and clogs the
pump. Even with this setup, we have occasionally loaded our pumps up with grass, however we
were consistently able to clear the grass away by driving the boat at low speeds and then
cutting off the motor hence washing the grass out the front of the pump. Any remaining grass
was then easily processed through by the new prop. There is much performance to be gained
from all the Yamaha Jetboats by converting to aftermarket impellers. During our testing we tried
many different designs and pitches. At the end, there are two top choices that were clearly best.
Please note that impeller pitch selection is a function of the power output of your engine setup,
and relies on the presumption that you have a well sealed pump shoe and good condition
impeller housing. With this prop, the had excellent acceleration at all speeds, and drove off the
turns with outstanding authority. While this prop does not net quite as much peak speed as the
Solas Concord, it offered initial take-off and turning control that was far superior to the best
Solas we tested. Sadly, the is very sensitive to correct pitch angle, and the Skat prop requires
pitch adjustment to work perfectly on the During our testing, we found the ideal pitch of the
swirl in each engine modification level, and we will spec each prop to your application. About
Twin Motor Props. While the Skat Trak Swirl is the clear best choice for the , the twin engine
boats have more options. By sheer design, the twin pumps of these models offers a huge
improvement in initial take off, and strong thrust while turning. Given that, we usually opted to
use the Solas Concord props instead of the Skat Swirls. The Solas props have a considerably
smaller hub contour that allows them to literally process more water per revolution than the
other props. The result is that the Solas actually generates more thrust and speed per impeller
revolution than the stock prop. Since the Solas prop has less blade surface area than the
Skat-Trak swirl, it nets better peak water-speeds than any of the props while still offering a huge
improvement in hook-up under all conditions. In addition, the Solas leading edge is radiused
enough to effectively cut incoming sea grass as the Skat Swirl does. On modified jet-boats, the
Solas can still experience "some" prop-slip in high speed turns For owners who are not too
concerned about peak speeds, but desire the very best in resistance to cavitation and prop-slip
In particular, LS and XR owners who do lots of towing sports or rough water "shredding", the
Skat Swirls should be strongly considered. The PWC makers have used this mandate to their
advantage. As a pwc fuel tank gets agitated, a small amount of internal pressure builds exactly
as shaking a 5 gallon can of fuel results in built up internal pressure. In PWCs, this natural
pressurization is utilized to help feed fuel through the fuel lines to the carburetors. Furthermore,
when a PWC is shut off, this sealed fuel system holds fuel in place where it is immediately
available for the next restart. In order to re-start, the fuel pumps on the carbs must re-fill the
long empty fuel lines in order to get the engine to fire. This often requires lengthy runs on the
ignition starter key. Since the fuel lines to the port left engine is a longer run, the port motors
usually take alot more cranking to get their fuel. Since the starters are not designed for long
usage, these lengthy starter uses to re-fill the fuel lines can cause premature starter motor
failures. High performance PWCs and jet-boats that use pwc engines all have a shared problem.
As fuel level gets low, air bubbles routinely make their way into the fuel pickups and then into
the fuel lines. Since there is no way for this air to be purged out once it has entered the air is
passed through the carburetor jets where it causes a momentary, but serious, lean condition.
This kit can be easily fitted to most PWCs and jet-boats, and brings with it improved starting
abilities reduced carburetor maintenance, and total elimination of all air bubbles in the fuel
lines. We purchased a single motor Yamaha Exciter jet-boat for performance increase tests.

After spending a few weeks of testing with various props, compression ratios, porting formats,
etc, we got down to doing the carburetor fine-tuning. Like all our fine-tuning tests, the boat was
equipped with a gps, digital tachometer, and a detonation sensor that had a lead to each
cylinder. We were in the second day of fine-tuning, and the boat was operating perfectly, even
under the heaviest high speed loads we could inflict upon it. Mid way through our test session,
another boat we had at the water needed fuel. We figured we still had at least 12 gallons of fuel
on board, which would easily be enough to complete our testing. With the siphoning done, we
headed our Exciter jet-boat back out on the water to finish our fine tuning. Immediately, we
started seeing mild detonation on all three cylinders as the jet-boat ran across the bumps of
some small boat wakes. As soon as we snapped the wheel to full left, all three cylinders showed
heavy detonation that would have easily scored a piston if we maintained the turn for a couple
of more seconds. We were stunned that this engine, that had been performing flawlessly for
days, was suddenly on the verge of burning down a piston. After exhausting all possibilities, we
went back to the launch ramp and added back the 6 gallons of fuel we had just siphoned off.
Back out on the water, our jet-boat once again performed flawlessly with no visible detonation,
even under the heaviest high rpm operation and hardest turns. For us, the message was clear.
Once the pickup ends are exposed to air, that air enters the fuel lines. Our jet-boat like all pwcs
has no way to purge out this air in the fuel lines, other than passing it through the jets in the
carburetors. As soon as these air bubbles reach the jet circuits, they create a very brief, but
very serious, lean condition. These brief lean conditions were causing the mild detonation our
jet-boat exhibited as we drove across the bumpy boat wakes. However, our full-speed left-turn
sloshed virtually all the fuel to one side of the tank, causing an instant and very lengthy lean
condition. A lean condition of this order can easily score a piston in less than operating
seconds under load. We finalized on two separate designs. The electric fuel pump kit is
intended primarily for the twin-engine jet-boats Yamaha and Sea Doo , however it could be used
on any pwc with a strong charging system as well. After installing our finished separator on our
Exciter test jet boat, we re-ran our tests with only 5 gallons of fuel in the tank the earlier tests
showed heavy detonation with 12 gallons on board. In addition to the above mentioned benefits,
we also found that our hard-starting problems were also eliminated. Our electric fuel pump
which was wired in to the ignition key would immediately fill the fuel lines that had been
siphoned empty, and our Exciter started almost instantly. There are many performance shops
including Group K that make and sell performance modifications for the Yamaha pwcs. Some of
these shops infer that the modifications that work on pwcs will net the same improvements on
the Yamaha jet-boats One of the biggest needs of high performance PWCs is the need to
respond and accelerate instantly especially from a dead stop. Since PWCs are so much lighter,
the pumps can easily generate the instant thrust and acceleration without experiencing much
cavitation. Engine and pump modifications that improves a PWC's ability to perform this
"instant" acceleration don't offer the same benefits on jet-boats because the pumps of the
jet-boats are not capable of delivering instant thrust from a dead stop, and the throttles of a
jet-boat cannot be worked nearly as quickly as the throttle on a PWC. Additionally, jet-boats are
very often cruised at a fixed partial throttle setting These different operating characteristics
makes for different reactions to many modifications. Our Stg 2 Kits, and Sleeper kits, have been
developed to run the highest compression ratios that we consider to be 91 octane pump-gas
safe. We attain this higher compression by machining the stock cylinder-head a much more
affordable alternative to buying another head. After milling the stock head, we also re-cut the
domes for a shape that better staves off detonation. It's important to note that the three
cylinders of the Yamaha engines have differing operating temperatures. In order to help
equalize these temperatures, we slightly "stagger" the compression ratios of our modified
heads. This staggered compression helps greatly to reduce the detonation risks of the higher
temp cylinders. To our knowledge, there are no aftermarket bolt-on heads that provide this
'staggered" compression feature. The specification of the Stage1 and Sleeper modifications are
different, however the Stage1 modified head can be re-cut to the Sleeper spec. Since the
engines in the jet-boats are being loaded so much heavier than the same engine in a PWC, the
compression ratios need to slightly milder in order to assure safe operating temps. The
absolute flatness of the surfaces on the head and the three cylinders is fundamental to
maintaining a lasting long-term seal. If the sleeves in a cylinder have dropped very slightly in
the aluminum casting as they frequently do, an "O" ring had has no way to maintain an effective
seal. The stock metal head gasket has the ability to more effectively accommodate all these
possible surface variations. For this reason, all Group K head modifications and engine kits are
prepared to utilize the stock metal head gasket. Sadly, the Yamaha jet-boats have a different set
of needs that caused us to retain the stock flame arrestors with some minor modifications. We
tested at length with aftermarket arrestors on our and Exciters. On both of these machines, the

oil injection fittings are mounted in the flame arrestor base, and so we drilled our new
aftermarket arrestors to maintain a similar location. Yamaha injects the oil above the choke
plate because it keeps the choke shafts from getting frozen in place with corrosion. Our
"arrestor" equipped and would both routinely have heavy oil residue around the filter element,
and on the carb support plate. No matter how often we wiped the residue away, it returned
quickly. The mess was annoying, but not our biggest concern. This oil that was being spewed
about, was oil intended for the engine The variable oil pumps on the and offer what we consider
to be the minimum amount of oil that these engines should be run on. For as hard as these
engines get run in this application, subtracting "any" amount of oil from that input is a "very"
serious situation that is just plain unacceptable. The inlet manifolds of the were beefy enough to
allow us to easily install the injector fittings "below" the carbs, and avoid this problem.
Aftermarket Arrestors Part 2. The result of this weakened signal is a slight "lean spot" that is
affected very little by jetting The somewhat restrictive flame arrestors that come on stock
engines help to induce slightly higher inlet tract vacuum aka signal. It bears noting that the
increased signal offered by the stock arrestor also improves the "precision" of fuel metering
any time that the throttle is maintained at a partial throttle setting for extended periods of time.
Since PWCs are seldom held at one throttle setting for long periods of time and the sheer
weight loads on the engines are "much" lighter than in jet-boats , this varying lean condition is
generally not a problem. With out a doubt, the stock flame arrestor does slightly harm full
throttle performance Since we considered the oil-spewing of aftermarket arrestors
unacceptable, we drilled some additional air access holes in the base panel of the stock arrestor
case. These holes made a noticeable improvement in full throttle rpms, and allowed no oil
spewing whatsoever. In later tests, we compared the performance of our modified OEM arrestor
against the aftermarket arrestors, and found the difference to be nominal less than 30 rpm. It
bears noting that removing the choke plates and shafts from the 44 carbs also reduces signal.
For that reason, we do not remove the chokes from any 44mm jet-boat carbs, and do not
recommend it. It should be said that the aftermarket arrestors and the removal of choke plates
are effective mods on most PWCs that run premixed fuel and turn lots higher rpms than these
jetboats should be run at. They are great modifications Doing so makes for a nice improvement
in overall performance with no apparent down sides. Exciter Arrestors. Unlike all the other
Yamaha jet-boats, the models use 38mm carburetors with numerous lobes cast into the carb
mouths to increase signal, and thereby offer better metering precision. The problem of oil
spewing still exists, however as previously mentioned the inlet manifold has enough "beef" to
safely allow the installation of injector fittings below the carbs we pull the fittings right out of
the stock arrestor plate and use them. These fittings must be "pressed in" with a slight
interference fit to assure no possible air leaks. Reed Stuffers - All the Yamaha boats except the
Exciter can accept aftermarket reed stuffers. On PWCs these parts do help low range response,
but offer no increase in peak rpm. From a technical standpoint, they do help to slightly improve
inlet tract signal. During our on-water jet-boat tests, the gains offered by reed stuffers was very
hard to define by "feel" or by instruments. If they have other merits, we could not define them.
Reed Spacers - The claim is that reed spacers increase bottom end power. Whether that is true
or not could not be defined by our instrumented testing. What we did experience was a minor
loss of peak rpm ability that we were unable to recover with carb adjustment. We do not
recommend them. Aftermarket Reeds - We have tested numerous aftermarket reed petals on the
PWC versions of these engines. While many worked "well" none yielded a "large" definable
increase in any part of the rpm range. That said, we have seen "no" aftermarket reed petals that
equal the longevity of the stock oem reed petals, and so we recommend only stock petals and
cages for jet-boats. Given the sensitivity issues of signal with the 44mm carbs, we recommend
no carb throat modifications at all. For our kits that use a cylinder-head modification only, no
carb jetting changes are required. The porting of the Sleeper kits does change fuel demands,
and so different carb jetting is required. It bears noting that the stock jetting in the carbs is
staggered to help equalize the operating temps of the different cylinders. The jetting for our
Sleeper kits is also staggered. Since the hulls of the PWCs are much narrower than the
jet-boats, they more easily list to the left and right. As an engine idles in a PWC hull, there is a
strong vibration at idle or no wake speeds. The narrow hull of a pwc hull actually helps to
dampen this vibration by slightly listing left to right in the water at high frequency. The much
wider hulls of the jet-boats do not offer this same rotational vibration dampening, and so, they
subject the engines and carbs to much stronger vibrations at low rpms. This un-dampened
high-frequency vibration can and does literally shake the carburetor needle valves off their
seats. When this happens, the jet-boat exhibits an annoying "rich" condition at no-wake speeds.
Worse yet, different adjustment settings on the low-speed metering screws seemed to have very
little if any effect on this rich condition. Since we routinely ran our jet-boats through a long

no-wake area, this was a problem that had to be solved. After trying many approaches, we
solved the problem by switching to heavier gram float springs. These springs are strong
enough to overcome the effects of the heavy vibration, and made our low speed adjuster screw
very responsive to different adjustment settings it now needed to be a bit richer than stock.
With these stronger springs installed, our and test boats could both run smoothly at no-wake
speeds forever. After a long no-wake run, we could plant the throttles and take off with virtually
no "loaded-up" fuel that had to be blown out they both smoked less too. It bears noting that
these springs "do not" work well when installed in a PWC. For us, this was just another example
of how PWCs and jet-boats using identical engines have different setup requirements. About
Cylinder Modification. Cylinder "porting" is a very common, and effective, modification to
improve the performance of a 2cycle engine. However this is another area where the
specifications we used for high performance pwcs was not at all what was needed by our
jet-boats. The LS and Exciters use cylinders that have steel sleeved cylinder walls. For anyone
who has seen one of these off the boat, it becomes immediately clear that there are "huge" port
mis-matches between the aluminum cylinder and the steel sleeves. Correcting this mis-match
on the transfer port windows requires very special 90' carbide rotary hand tools, but it can be
very beneficial to overall power particularly bottom end and mid range. However the biggest
mistake many well meaning jet-boat owners make is related to the exhaust ports. For reasons
known only to the folks at Yamaha, the steel sleeves mis-match the exhaust port roofs very
badly. However, years of testing with these engines has shown that the stock exhaust port
sleeve height is ideal for overall performance. Matching the steel sleeve to the exhaust port
casting results in port timings that would be used on a full blown high-rpm racing engines.
Making this irreversible modification on your jet-boat cylinders will result in a huge loss of low
end power, and a big increase of cylinder operating temperatures When we do our "Sleeper"
cylinder porting for the Yamaha jet-boats, we perform all the transfer port matching as well as
significant widening and profiling of the exhaust ports. However in the interest of preserving
strong low range power, we do not significantly raise the exhaust ports. We also offer a
"competition finish" option on the porting of our Sleeper kits. The "Comp" finish porting uses
exactly the same specifications as the conventional porting, but the extra time to surface finish
the transfer passages and exhaust ports results in slightly better overall performance than the
standard finish. About Big Bores. The cc steel-sleeved LS and Exciter engines do not easily
accommodate significant increases in bore diameter. We have prepared. While these kits were
originally developed for the PWC models, they can easily be used on the XR as the. The cost of
doing both engines is considerable, however the increase in power output is HUGE. This would
be a mod for XR owners who have the skill and experience to drive a very high powered boat.
We do not recommend altering this rev limit or the ignition curves on any of the jet-boats. Since
the stock exhaust systems are not "friendly" to rpms over , there is no reason to try to rev the
engines that high. That said, we do set up all our impeller pitches to run at target peak rpms
between At the higher end of the ignition curves, timing becomes more retarded, and detonation
risk is actually reduced. Applying a steep prop that has an rpm peak below can result in much
higher operating temps and higher detonation risks because the timing curve is much more
advanced at that rpm We recommend target rpms for this model between rpms for the same
reasons as stated above. About Spark Plugs. This larger plug gap is a big asset to the
performance of these engines. If you try to gap a conventional BR8ES to. About Exhaust
Systems - For engines that will be operating with the rpm limits of the stock ignition systems,
the stock exhaust systems work darn good. The only aftermarket systems built for these
engines were the FPP racing triple pipe sets. One small mod that is popular for the "3 into 1"
systems is a Jetworx pressure valve kit. This kit helps the low speed response on PWCs,
especially after they have been idled a long time. It works great for pwcs that can easily hook up
the increase in low speed response. The only down-side is that the valve can sometimes get
clogged with debris. Given that the jetboats have difficulty responding quickly enough from a
standstill to benefit, and the possible prospect of clogging, we consider this another mod that
has questionable practicality on a jet-boat while it works great on a PWC. While the stock
exhaust system with cat-con works very well on stock and modified crafts, there have been
cat-con units that have fractured or broken. Many owners have been reluctant to simply
re-install another cat-con just like the one that broke. The European spec GPRs do not employ
the use of a catalytic converter. From an EPA standpoint, removal of the cat-con is legal for
machinery used for competition use only. With the "D" plate installed, the exhaust system
temperatures are considerably lower. Unfortunately, the heat sensor on the pipe body sees this
as a malfunction, and will set off a warning beeper. A plug-in resister is fitted to this heat sensor
input to "fool" the sensor into seeing the heat level it wants to see. About Instrumentation. For
all of our jetboat testing, we used GPS to indicate speeds, and digital tachometers to precisely

show rpms. With that, we gain a sense of the accuracy and inaccuracies of the stock
instrumentation. The two instrument styles are the "small face" instruments of the Exciters, and
the "large face" instruments of the LS and XR However after rpms, the small-face tachs
routinely indicated rpm higher than true reading. The same applied to the small face
speedometer. Up to 40 mph the small face speedo was only about 5mph high in reading.
However, over 50 mph the stock small-face speedo typically read mph high. With this, we
recommend that Exciter owners wanting accurate data should equip their boats with a GPS and
a digital tachometer. The "TinyTach digital tach is an affordable option that provides accurate
full time data, and has an hour meter This porpoising takes place anytime the boats encounter
sequential rolling waves like those that come from other passing crafts. The hull shape of the
Yamaha boats is designed in such a way that a very slight turning of the steering wheel can
immediately reduce or stop the porpoising action. The boat can be steered very slightly from
side to side in sweeping turns to abate porpoising in very rough water conditions. Exciter
Includes Recreational Finish Cylinder Porting, carb re-jetting. LS We also do complete engine
and pump assemblies for customers who want a finished unit ready for installation.
Unfortunately, the Yamaha motor exceeds the lb. If you would like to pay additional for 3 day, 2
day, or 1 day return shipment, please specify your preference in a cover letter with your parts.
Be sure to include your return address and day phone information in case we have any
questions regarding your order. Stage 2 This modification involves a 91 octane safe cylinder
head modification to attain much better overall acceleration along with an increase in peak
speed. Sleeper This is the highest level of 91 octane safe performance available. Exciter All our
test drivers found the Group K modified to be the most practical balance of power that is
matched to the dual pumps. LS The LS has exactly the same engines and pumps as the rocket
ship , however the added weight and hull length makes the LS a much tamer machine. XR The
stock XR engines make considerably more power than all the other models, however it still
drives through the same jet pumps as the rest. Dealing with the Common Problem Areas First
Getting reliable performance increases from the Yamaha Jets boats is not difficult, so long as
the biggest problem areas are attended to first. What is "Prop-Slip" In general terms "prop-slip"
is a milder version of cavitation and the water equivalent of mild wheel spin on a ground
vehicle. Bungee cord ends, fitted with a nylon rope, attach to a float to keep from losing all the
essentials. The Installed Setup. Not pretty, but it works great. About Impeller Choices There is
much performance to be gained from all the Yamaha Jetboats by converting to aftermarket
impellers. About Big Bores The cc steel-sleeved LS and Exciter engines do not easily
accommodate significant increases in bore diameter. About Instrumentation For all of our
jetboat testing, we used GPS to indicate speeds, and digital tachometers to precisely show
rpms. Engine s. Dry Weight. Fuel Capacity. AR LX Stock Jetboat Impeller. With a top speed of
nearly 60 mph and superb handling, the Yamaha XR is a blast to drive. Geometric styling is
everywhere in the boat's cockpit. Twin hp engines provide the power for the XR A solid wind
faring on each side of the dash flips up to reveal a stowage compartment. Back Explore View
All. Back Types View All. Unpowered Boats Kayaks Dinghies. Personal Watercraft Personal
Watercraft. Back Research. Reviews Boats Engines and Parts. How-to Maintenance Buying and
Selling Seamanship. Back Services. Boats PWCs. Boats for Sale View All. Or select country.
Search Advanced Search. Personal Watercraft for Sale View All. Liked it? Share it! Facebook
Twitter. Matt Trulio is the co-publisher and editor in chief of speedonthewater. The former
editor-in-chief of Sportboat magazine and editor at large of Powerboat magazine, Trulio has
covered the go-fast powerboat world since Since joining boats. Boat Reviews. Boating Guides.
Boat Buyer's Guide. Boat Seller's Guide. Spring Commissioning for Your Boat. Popular Articles
Related Articles 1. Five Affordable Trawlers Under 40 Feet. What Hull Shape is Best? Best Boat
Brands. What Type is Right for You? Top 10 Choices for Boaters. Yamaha F20 and T25
Outboards Revealed. Yamaha SD Review. Make Yamaha. Model XR This jet boat is in great
condition and incredibly clean. It seats 5 and is ready to take out on the water. I have had the
catalytic converters replaced with d-plates for better all-around performance. It has a completely
new clean-out plug tray and plug locks. All new spark plugs have been installed. Hydra-turf
installed throughout and is in good condition. The trailer is in great shape including the
bearings and has a new coupler. The boat has been serviced at one shop and service can be
verified to include, recent service, testing and inspections. Also included: Boat storage cover, 3
dock bumpers and new dock ropes, two universal life jackets, emergency oars, boating
emergency kit, Airhead Mach 2 towable tube with tow rope and airhead pump only used twice.
We are only selling the boat because of a recent opportunity to move out of state. This boat is a
blast to take out and easy to tow. This boat is dual jet engine and pushes hp. It seats 5 and will
get a top speed of 60mph on smooth water. It runs perfectly and has brand new engine and all
new carburetors that was just installed and tuned at the beginning of last summer by a local

shop still under warranty. This boat has many safety and reliability mods too many to list. Model
XR Model Xr The boat has horsepower with two 3 cylinder, 2 stroke engines 2 x rpm. They are
oil injection, water cooled, electric start, direct drive engines and the fuel tank's capacity is 41
gallons. Hydro-Turf decking added, gauges recently replaced, new boat cover and aluminum
trailer included. Engine clean and well maintained. The boat has been enjoyed by my wife and
myself occasionally on weekend trips to the local lakes. More photographs are available. It runs
great and just had new fuel filters and spark plugs installed. I also installed a brand new
Interstate Battery in June of this year. The oil tank is full and the boat is ready to hit the water
immediately. My boat includes full Yamaha carpet, cover, and the factory Yamaha bimini there
are 2 rips in the bimini which are covered with tape currently. The sale also includes the white
Yamaha trailer made for this boat. The lights on the trailer were just replaced with LED lighting
and work perfectly. All lights on the boat are working. The clean out plugs have been rebuilt
with a new gasket kit and the Tru Lock 2 pin kit installed to prevent clean out plug blow outs.
The boat is incredibly clean! The registration is good until Also, the rear upper seat has a
couple of small incisions a one larger wear spot covered by tape right now. One of the speedos
is not working typical of this boat apparently. I am selling because I want something that holds
more people. This boat holds 5 people for the ride of their life!! This is a very fun boat that does
it all!! If you are looking for a jet boat, you will not be disappointed with this one. Model XR
Limited Edition. This speed boat is 17' 7" long and 7' 8" wide with a single axle galvanized
trailer. It has been well taken care of and is in great shape. Top speed is mph. As a Camp and
Retreat Center, this boat has too much engine for our current needs and is too fast for our lake
onsite. We would like to sell this boat so we can buy something more practical. May be
interested in trading for a ski boat w 4-cylinder Mercruiser. Model XR Wpainted Trailer. The XR
is designed for the serious boater demanding world-class performance and styling in a
recreational runabout. The XR features two ultra-performance Yamaha marine engines that
incorporate the most reliable exhaust emission and noise reduction systems in the industry.
The engines are complimented by a high-performance hull design that delivers precise handling
and exacting control. Also, its twin-engine design gives the XR excellent "return to port"
capability and its twin intake grates under the hull ensure that XR hooks-up in all water
conditions. The XR comes with a long list of features that include full instrumentation,
comfortable swivel seats, easy access jet pump clean-out ports and a high-quality trailer. Will
pull skiiers and tubers very well. Financing available with low monthly payments. Under hours!
Looks great and runs perfect! This boat is a blast to drive This beautiful Yamaha Special Edition
XR is a closed deck boat- 5 passenger with a Yamaha factory trailer Twin jet engines horsesVERY FAST very maneuverable the engines are re manufactured engines- The boat has a
Kenwood KMR high end stereo with remote control - And removable head the interior and
exterior both in excellent condition- All mechanical in excellent condition.. This beautiful
horsepower jet propelled performer is 17 feet 7 inches- Long and 7 feet 8 inches wide the XR not
so much accelerates as it - Does Explode out of the water on its way to a top speed of nearly 60
mph.. Vehicle Located in Rogers AR. Financing nationwide shipping and warranties available to
qualified buyer. By using this site, you agree to our Terms of Use. In excellent original condition
with a few improvements: Factory travel cover, a 60 mile an hour depth sounder,a strapped in
removable cooler, aluminum billet grab handles replacing the plastic ones. A galvanized
Shor-Lander Trailer with guides make for easy drop in and pull out. One owner for the last 11
years. The boat has been stored inside winter and summer. We drop it in when we use it and put
it away clean and shining. There are no hour meters on the engines but the hours are very low
as you will be able to tell by the condition of the boat and engine compartment. The engines are
two cycle and are oiled from a 3 gallon supply tank. All the tank s
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ystem clamps were updated about 3 years ago. This is a fun fast boat! It is in turn key condition
and ready for the next owner to enjoy. Be sure: Get a boat history report Finance this boat Get
an insurance quote. Buck's Island, your boating headquarters. Don't buy a boat, 'til you get a
Buck's quote! I just had new interior put in the boat. Both motor are running. It has lots of
scratches and small dings and the steering is frozen. Comes with trailer. Clear Florida title and
bill of sale for the trailer. Feel free to email me with any questions or offers. Not Seadoo Sea
doo. Jacksonville, FL. Rye, NH. Plantersville, MS. Parker, AZ. Harwood, MD. Chesterfield Twp,
MI. Miami, FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Category Jet Boats Length Year Make
Yamaha Model Xr Year - Make - Model -. Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 Next.
Make Yamaha Category Beta Jet Boats 9 Powerboats 2. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters
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